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, 
DED I CATION 
Bricks, mortar and people make up a school. 
Peopl~ are, without question, the most important. 
Student-people are even more special - for it is they 
who hold the future. They will be instrumental in 
shaping the new world - staying, hopefully forever, 
the approach of I 984. In recognition of this great 
burden - we dedicate - ARGUS '69 - to the students 
of Essex District High School. 
2 
Mr. P. J. Vandervoort 
PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE 
To be a success in life, one must succeed for nothing is more conducive to 
success than success. On the other hand, if efforts are repeatedly rewarded 
by failures, a person will develop a failure complex, a self-image, which has 
the tendency to perpetuate failure. 
It would seem, therefore, that we should not undertake endeavours beyond our 
reach. The only danger in this course is, that we may become so fearful of 
failure, that our goals may fall far below our potential. 
To ensure that our undertakings are equal to our abilities and worthy of 
our very best efforts, we must critically analyze our performance, so that 
revisions can be made either to more demanding or to less demanding object-
ives. 
However, it is not always easy to pattern our life to matters which guarantee 
success. Others who have a deep concern for our future may pressure us beyond 
our capabilities. I can only hope that these well meaning individuals will 
recognize the importance of a success-image for a self-image. 
In spite of all that has been said here, I must stress that success 
very often depends upon the effort expended. Remember this! Work hard and 




I speak as a neophyte at Essex District High School and because of this 
perhaps I can more objectively see the school as it really is. 
One hears much these days about school spirit. I can honestly say that the 
spirit here is better than in any of the schools where I previously worked. 
This is not simply because of the athletic prowess such as that shown by the 
Red Raiders in their nine straight wins including the S.W.O.S.S.A. champion-
ship. School spirit has to do with each student doing his part both on and 
off campus in terms of honesty, industry, and courtesy. 
Further, the calibre of teaching found at Essex is as good as can be found 
anywhere in Ontario. In terms of academic qualifications alone, Essex has 
more teachers with M.A. degrees than any of the four high schools I have 
worked in. The real gauge of good teaching, however, is the concern which the 
teacher feels for his pupil. Put two of your teachers together under almost 
any circumstances and chances are the conversation will turn, sooner or later, 
to you. Teachers wouldn't talk about you and your progress if they were not 
concerned about you. 
Finally, the student body itself is worthy of commendation. It is true, 
that as Vice-lPrincipal, I spend much time dealing with the small minority of 
the school - the truant, the disturber, and the delinquent. However, I must 
agree wholeheartedly with my predecessor who described Essex students as 
"gracious and well groomed ... with a respected province-wide reputation." 
As the song says, "Essex is a grand old school." 
Change and growth are symphonic. Just as 
the little one room schoolhouse gave way to the 
complex modern institution, so also the little one 
school School Board gave way, this year, to the 
complex County Board of Education. The size, 
hopefully, will allow a more equitable tax base 
without diminishing the quality of education. One 
caution must be voiced: In the face of anonymity, 
we must demand that the individual student be 
recognized as a person. 
Mr. Harold Newman 
Chairman 
BACK ROW: Earl Knight, L.A. Johnston, T.F. Hooker, Steve Santo Jr., J.G. Bedford. 
FRONT ROW: Neil Hines, B. Neice, Harold Newman (Chairman), W.R. LeFevre, Edward Strickland. 
ABSENT: C.W. Osborne. 
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The purpose of our yearbook is to keep in 
your mind the events of this year. In it we hope to 
provoke future memories that may remind you of the 
joys and agonies of adolescence. Perhaps, then, when 
you face the tribulations of your future life you 
can temper your harsher judgments and provide 












BACK ROW: Diane Montgomery, Diane Dunn, Clarice Trepanier, Sharon Kotow, Kathy Gemmell, 
Marjorie Counse!l, Stafford Shepley, Sandy Wolanyk, Cathy Seguin , Anne Grondin. SECOND ROW: 
Mr. Dunnion, Cynthia Gamble, Lesley Sedgman, Wilma Westmaas, Patti Brinacombe, Cheryl Pace, 
Judi Johnston, Anita LeClair, Carol Queen. ABSENT: Karen Bruner, Kathy Shepley. FRONT ROW: 
Linda Counsell, Terry Simon, Randy Renaud, Lynn Sovran, Ian Gilmour, George Fairbairn, John 






FRONT ROW: Mr. K.rayacich, Miss Borthwick, Miss Bondy, Mr. Malone. BACK ROW: Mr. Masterson, 
Mr. Murray, Mr. Morgan. 
ENGLISH 
DEPARTMENT 
FRONT ROW: Mrs. Bondy, Mr. Dunnion, Miss Clary. ABSENT: Miss Keane. BACK ROW: Mr. Morgan, 




FRONT ROW: Miss Robinson, Mr. Tuovinen, Mr. Wynne. BACK ROW: Mr. LeClair, Mr. Monk, 
Mr. Pastovich, Mr. Foster, Mr. Grenier. 
TECHNICAL 
STAFF 
BACK ROW: Mr. Franz, Mr. Webb, Mr. Milne, Mr. Little. FRONT ROW: Mr. Hossack, 
Mr. Balakowski, Mr. Dunoon, Mr. Gyurcsik. 
MATH 
DEPARTMENT 
BACK ROW: Mr. Meloche, Mr. Zwick, Mr. Armstrong, Mr. Wright. FRONT ROW: Mr. Cronin, 
Mr. Pindera, Mr. Queen. 
SCIENCE 
DEPARTMENT 
BACK ROW: Mr. Bostwick, Mr. Quinlan, Mr. Agban, Mr. Lamain. FRONT ROW: Mr. Wiebe, 
Mr. Klinck. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
FRONT ROW: Mrs. Ryan, Miss Borthwick, Mrs. Patterson, 





FRONT ROW: Mrs. Wachhaus, Mr. Charette, Mr. Bracken. BACK ROW: Mr. Gosslin, Mr. Janisse, Mr. Lahti. 
OCCUPATIONS STAFF 
FRONT ROW: Mr. Simone, Mr. Conlin, Mr. Wilson. BACK ROW: 




BACK ROW: Mr. Dunoon, Mr. Monteith, Mr. Bracken. FRONT ROW: Miss Bondy, Miss S. Robinson. 
Due to an error on the part of the Argus staff, there are 
no pictures available for the Georgraphy or Home Economic 
teachers. 








LEFT TO RIGHT: Miss Large, Mrs. Simon, Miss Pritchard, Mrs. Brown, Mrs. Mailloux. 
BOARD STAFF 
Mrs.Joan Cronmiller, Private Secretary 








Allan Bennett Ross Bishop Bonnie Boose 
Anne Burling Ron Burrows Jim Collins 
Margaret Collins Brian Cowan Linda Dallimore 
, 
Gloria Doan Barry Elford Carlene Esping 
14 
Helen Eyraud Kathleen Farough Ann Ferguson 
Barbara Ferguson Marilynn Flood 
Rollande Fournier David Ginter 
Gwen Grieve Robin Groves Connie Hermann 
15 
l3B Jim Howe Margaret lvanisko 
Linda Kettle Marilyn Kettlewell 
Karen Kirkman Helen Knight 









Ron Matlack Ron McBeth Jim McFarlane 
Gloria McGuire Nancy Merritt Joanne Moore 
Brian Mulcaster Pat Mullin Eric Naylor 
Wayne Ducharme Ejay Queen Caroline Ramsay 
17 
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Judy Smith Nancy Stevenson 
Richard Sweet 
, 
Janet Tuite Carol Valade 
Luise von Flotow 





Judy Wellwood Paul Wheeler Maureen Woltz 
( 
12 A Dorothy Zivanov Milton Zivanov Robert Zivanov 
Dolores Andrew Meryl Damm James Eldridge 
Charles Foster James Frith Marilyn Hannigan 
19 
Victoria Harold Brenda Heyrman Karen Howe 
Philip Howson Jo Anne King Anita LeClair 
Bruce Linton James Linton Bonnie MacKenzie 
Norma Matlack Sheila Mockett 
James Rundle 
20 
Scott Sadler Patrick Seguin 'Ferry Simon 
Robert Skidmore Wendy Ukrainec Peter Van Kempen 
l2B 
Kathy Vincent Norbert Wiebe Patrick Barron 
John Battram Basil Bechard William Burling 
21 
Angela Diemer Shirley Ducharme 
,.. 
Kathleen Gemmell Ian Gilmour 
Margaret Hill Sharon Holden 
June Larocque Barbara Lauzon Warren Libby 
22 
Margaret McAuliffe Carolyn McGuire Veronica Mogyorody 
.,.. 
Maureen Mullin Kornelius Neudorf Karen Noble 
Gerald Prosser Pamela Reeb Mariette Revenberg 
Mona Rock Doris St. Louis Susan Santo 
23 
Rose Spidalieri Theresa Takacs 
12 C Barbara Van Doorn Dennis V oakes Christine Wall 
Ann Bunn Randy Burling 
Richard Chauvin Kim Ferguson Sandra Hicks 
24 
Dorothy lvanisko Gail Kettlewell Brenda Kwait 
Margaret Lefebvre Kathryn MacKenzie Anne McKelvie 
Janet McWilliam Brenda Plant Darlene Reeb 
Mary Lou Reilly Dianne Rivers Barbara Ross 
Lesley Sedgman 
12 D Beverley Squire Nancy Taylor 
Ross Barlow 







Brenda Delmore George Fairburn Harry Flint 
Elizabeth Foster John Fox Robert Garrett 
Gary Garrod Robert Giles Christopher Halford 
Doris Helbich Ronald Henricks Glenn Hooker 
27 
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Vicki Kigar Craig Lefevre 
Cheryl Markham 
William Mitchell William Namespetra 
Michael O'Neil 
Marilyn Osachuk Randy Pearson 
Michael Pis.kun 
Wendy Price Edward Reeb 
Randall Renaud 
28 
Richard Ruston 12E John VanGrinsven Kenneth Watson 
Tina Wilshut Michael Brushett John Cascadden 
Mary Anne Chartier Daniel Gould 
Teresa King Thomas McCarthy Maureen McLean 
29 
Percy Rounding Mary Sweet 
12F 
Bonny Balkwill Trudy Bellemore 
.. 
Sandra Cascadden Linda Counsell 
Robert Cunningham Edna Hamlin 
30 
Irene Lafleur Patricia Large Rosemary Lawton 
Colleen MacKenzie Judy O'Neil Drinda Smith 
Leslie Smith Richard Van Eenoo Faye Vetor 
12G 
Sherry Weaver Barbara Wharf Sheila Buhler 
31 
Marjorie Counsell Pauline Gagnon 
Linda Jackson Howard Kneale 
... 
Paul Markham 
Linda O'Neil William Pringle 
Sheila Quinlan 
31 32 
Shirley Reh Patricia Shepley Mary Beth Tuite 
12H 
Robert Vid Amour Allan Ashton Fred Baker 
Bradley Bertram Thomas Bondy Ronald Croft 
Nicholas Heinz Ron Heydon Timothy Hillman 
33 
.{ 
Malcolm Jewell Norman Kennette John Kok 
Kenneth Lefaive Doug Myles Ronald Ouellette 
r 
Thomas Parent Gary Pillon Douglas Reeb 
Robert St. Louis Bradley Seguin Michael Seguin 
34 
John Stacey Richard Sylvestre Edward Vanderaa 
12 J Theodorus V anGrinsven Peter Wolters Gustav Zavaros 
f 
Wayne Baldwin Kenneth DeLaurier Greg De Vreker 
l 
















Garry Newman Donald Ramsay Stan Reeb 
Edward Rivest Wayne Roath Allan Runhart 
Kenneth Tennant David Tilley Stuart VanderVaart 
ION 
Frederick Wagner Gordon Wright Gerald Bradt 
37 
Ronald Campbell Gordon Colombe James Dame 
Gordon Grant Leonard Jones Roger Moore 
Peter Morand Gary Nelson Patrick O'Connor 
Victor Rivait William Robertson Hugh Shain 
38 
John Stephens Wayne Stockwell Michael Szejbut 
100 
Larry White Bruce Woodiwiss Linda Batten 
Catherine Colombe Gloria Ferriss Linda Gray 





When at the end of one road and the start of another, Walt Whitman's 
Song of the Open Road is of utmost importance. 
From this hour I ordain myself loos'd of limits and imaginary lines, 
Going where I list, my own master total and absolute, 
Listening to others, considering well what they say, 
Pausing, searching, receiving, contemplating, 
Gently, but with undeniable will, divesting myself of the holds that 
would hold me. 
I inhale great draughts of space, 
The east and the west are mine, and the north and the south are mine. 
I am larger, better than I thought, 
I did not know I held so much goodness. 
All seems beautiful to me, 
I can repeat over to men and women You have done such good to me 
I would do the same to you, 
I will recruit for myself and you as I go, 
Walt Whitman 
Peggy Walpole 
Have I Life? 
Man of many visions 
Appearing, disappearing, reappearing 
As a master's hand a pen commands 
Dictating a life's decisions 
Making a portfolio? 
How can life be so short 
That it be condensed 
And published to go -
To go on sale on a real bookstand, 
Where men search for their lives 
Knowingly or unknowingly 
If they could just band 
Together they might live a time, 
Find identity of some kind, 
A mind "trouver d'amour" 
Or at least peace, like thine. 
Scorn him all ye prophets 
Who would live on a dead prediction. 
Gentle vultures, you are forgiven 
By an old man who has life yet. 
S. Malenfant 
Only Time Will Tell 
Now that my younger years are gone, 
I count my hours from dusk to dawn; 
Every hour, every minute, every second -
I feel my life is ... beckoned. 
The chills! My mind is wandering, 
When will the end come? 
After failure, success, and then no more -
My mind is dull with age. 
The waiting, the shock, the mere suspense, 
The very end is nigh; 
To throw myself upon the rocks -




. -- ~ - . ·- .. -· . --~ - - . - - . . - . 
I live not for me, but for the people ... 
I suppose to live for myself would be wrong now. 
To change would be too much, too hard. 
And to what? I !have forgotten how to be myself. 
I am old, tired, worn 
But still my voice is there among the old 
recollections, 
Heard by the people who need to be reassured 
And by those who talk to destroy. 
I am there, I am there. 
I have lived, experienced, seen, and lost, 
Myself but not my soul. 
But soon, I fear that too, 
Shall I wait? 
Don Maedel 
GREEN GRASS SMOKES 
I am here to do my thing 
But I dream of better things to come. 
When time has past and I 
Look back, I see my thing undone. 
Jim McFarlene 
4:00 A.M. 
Outside it's cool. 
Inside there are 
Drums pounding Hendrix 
Guitars bouncing psyche 
Fuzz box reverberations 




Thick turtleneck sweaters and 
Eighteen dollar shades. 
The wall of sound 
Absorbed by one and all 
In a comfortable blue haze 
Floating lazily, suspended in mid-air, 
Adding to the easy, sophisticated 
Atmosphere. 
Standing over by the door 
The chick in the pink flower miniskirt 
Shifts her weight to the othe1r foot. 
On the way out, passing 
The chick in the pink flower miniskirt 
You hear a barely audible 
"Anytime", 
Said as casually as 
"Nice day". 
Outside you're cool, 
But inside there are 
.. 
Drums pounding Hendrix and 





























































A. Van Grinsven 
J. Van Kempen 




























































A. von Flotow 
ABS. - B. Pillon 



























































































J. Von Flotow 
B. Watson 
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K. Van Eenoo 
M. Van Grinsven 
S. Wolanyk 













































































































































































































































































































D. Vander Vecht 
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In Our Natural Habitat 










FRONT ROW: Bob Stacey, Phil Tessier, Greg Charlebois, Ron Kolody, Jim Howe, Greg Watson, Robin Groves 
(Co-captain), Don McDermott (Co-captain), Charles Foster, Jim Noble, Bruce Linton, Paul Garant, Bob Green-
wood. SECOND ROW: Mr. Chevalier, Gary McNaughtom (Mgr.), David Foster (Mgr.), Bill Reilly, Paul Markham, 
Richard Chauvin, Gerry Prosser, Larry Breault, Wayne Ducharme, Doug Brown, Bob Babcock, Jim Runlle, Tony 
Bishop, Dale Cowan (Mgr.), Steve Palencar (Mgr.), Mr. Kuzowski. BACK ROW: Harry Grondin, Randy Kaufmann, 
Charles Allison, Ross Barlow, Malcolm Jewell, Bob Zivanov, Doug Calhoun, Brian Cowan, Bill Mamespetra, 
Bill Shain, Steve Ivanisko, Allen Ferriss, Larry Garrod, John Field, Bill Burling. MISSING: Don Snider, Tom 
Markham, Marcel Breault, Mr. Rusk, Mr. Queen, Mr. Heenan. 
The Essex Football Red Raiders brought pride and glory to Essex 
High School in 1968-69. The Raiders won eight straight league games 
and won the SWOSSA Championship against Wallace burg I 2 - 9. 
This year the team had a "dynamite" offense, gaining over 300 yards 
in a number of games. In addition, the team's defence formed an 
iron wall during each game - giving very few points away. With only 
a few players being lost this year, a repeat of this year's performance 




SENIOR CROSS COUNTRY 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Ted VanGrinsven, Ken Mortamore, Norm Kennette, Ron Hendricks. 
INTERMEDIATE CROSS COUNTRY 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Steve l'alencar, Walter O'Neil, Bill Fox, Paul Seabourne, David Bully. 
2ND ROW: Bob Stacey, Ron Havinga, Lenny Middleton, Gary Mills 
JUNIOR CROSS COUNTRY 
LEFT TO RIGHT: John Boucher, Don O'Connor, Rick Chapman, Eric Mulcaster. 
SOCCER TEAM 
FRONT ROW: Peter VanKempen, Steve McCullough, Pat Mullin (Captain), Mr. Wynne, Warren Libby, 
Paul Dalke, Ron Havinga. SECOND ROW: Gaye Westley, Lenny Middleton, Mike Tann, Mike O'Neil, 
Milton Zivanov, Jim Linton, Randy Olah, Bruce Dalke. TOP ROW: Gary Mills, Paul Bishop, 
Ron Burrows, Bruce Bishop. 
INDIVIDUAL CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONS 




BACK ROW: Tom Mangaard, Greg Balkwill, Eric Mulcaster, Richard Woltz, Rick Burling, Rick 
Colenutt. FRONT ROW: Randy HicKJ11ott, Robert Leitch, David Neels, Mr. Henderson, Steve 
Steinman, Jerry Santo, Bruce Hall. 
SENIOR BOYS' VOLLEYBALL 
Mr. Henderson 
FRONT ROW: Larry Ferguson, Ron Matlack, E. Jay Queen, Brian Mulcaster, Don Maedel, Mr. Henderson. 
BACK ROW: Dave Ginter, Ross Bishop, Kim Ferguson, Evan Mulcaster, Gary Mills, Roy Geiger, Neal 
McBeth, Earl Grant. 
!BACK ROW: Muriel Allen, Kathy Smith, Sue Connolley, Sue Pope, Viki vonFlotow, Madeline Martin, 
Rose-Lynn Reeb. FRONT ROW: Denise Brown, Kathy Eyraud, JacKie Wellwood, Mrs. Ryan, Cathy Steinman, 
Debbie Ranchuk, Wendy Mills. 
BACK ROW: Isabelle Martin, Betty Zack, Joanne Miller. MIDDLE ROW: Pat Charlton, Bev Squire, Marjyke 
Schepers, Anita Burling, Paulette Laliberte, Jean Martin. FRONT ROW: Heather Weaver, Linda Kettle, 
Miss Borthwick, Mona Rock, Barb Ross, Brenda Delmore. 
73 
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JUNIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
BACK ROW: Sue Pope, Margaret Boos, Magda Schepers, Viki von Flotow, Julia von Flotow, Connie Tremblay, 
Leila Knapp, Mrs. Repko. FRONT ROW: Madelaine Martin, Cathy Eyraud, Wendy Mills, Marijke Schepers, Vicki 
Skilton, Jackie Wellwood, Kathy Smith. 
JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
BACK ROW: Phil Billingsley, David Neals, Tim Ferris, Pat Turton, Derk Walls, Mr. Hoffman, Gary Wells. 
FRONT ROW: Rick Woytala, Steve Palenekar, Rick Ukranec, Murray Scott, Allan Wood, Bill Rilley, Lenny 
Middleton, Eric Mulcaster. 
Girls Cross-Country 
FRONT ROW: Ann Colenutt, Laurie Jones, Julia von Flotow, Anna Geiger, Clarice Trepanier. BACK 
ROW: Ellen Jones, Linda Renaud, Wendy Leniuk, Vicki von Flotow, Marg Lefevbre, Jean Martin. 
Girls Senior Basketball 
BACK ROW: Isabel Martin, Pat Charlton, Barb Ross, Brenda Delmore, Sandy Hicks. FRONT ROW: 
Judy Wellwood, Paulette Laliberte, Mrs. Patterson, Linda Kettle, Jean Martin. ABSENT: Mona Rock. 
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Senior Basketball 
BACK ROW: Earl Grant, Rick Valenchuk, Ron Matlack, Rudy Neufeld, Larry Breault, Bill Namespetra, Mr. Murray. 
FRONT ROW: Niel Macbeth, Paul Bishop, Gary Mills, Robin Groves, Tony Bishop, Bruce Bishop, Don Maedel, Bob Garrod. 
Wait 'til next year. Injuries, the bounce of the ball, the 
spring of the hoop all worked against the Red Raiders this 
past season. Despite a losing season optimism reigns supreme 
for 69-70. 
ALWAYS FAKE FIRST COACH 
76 HURRAH FOR RAIDERS 
GIMME MY BALL OR .... 
BOYS' 
GYMNASTICS 
FRONT ROW: R. Havinga, R. McCann, D. Isaacs, J. Thibert, Mr. Krayacich, R. Greenwood, B. Market, 
R Mills, A. Voakes. SECOND ROW: R. Burling, R. Croson, B. McNeely, R. Chittle, G. Molnar, 
P. Tessier, R. Stacey, N. Robinson, M. Nikita, R. Mellow. THIRD ROW: G. Belleau, R. Olah, 
R. LeClair, F. Gignac, E. Tofflemire, D. Holden, S. Malenfant, S. Gaevert, J. Weston, B. Deraadt, 
K. Martin, N. McBeth. 
GIRLS' 
GYMNASTICS 
FRONT ROW: Laurie Belleau, Leila Knapp, Marguerita Leroux, Debbie Liten, Julia VonFlotow, 
Mrs. Patterson, Trudy BeUemore, Magda Schephers, Cathy Shepley, Lana Jobin, Elaine Knapp, 
Anne Colenutt. SECOND ROW: Paulette Bekolay, Linda Reaume, Lois Washbrook, Mary Plamondon, 
Karen Pettypiece, June Laroque, Laura Jones, Ellen Jones, Kathy Neudorf, Nancy Russel, 
Brenda Watson, Wendy Batley, Gloria Shepley, Susan Santo, Jacqueline Marentette, Joan Reaume, 
Irene Lafleur, Pat Snider, Pam Bruner. THIRD ROW: Cathy Rupert, Cathy Campeau, Brenda 
Trepanier, Cathy Steinman, Jeanne Lafleur, Wendy Mills, Kathy Schultz, Gloria Gibbons, 
Helen Holden, Sherry Weaver, Vicki Skilton, Debbie Ferriss, Vanessa Phelman, Bonnie Bonyila, 




FRONT ROW: Donna Cowell, Ray Cronin, Wilma Westmaas, Harry Flint, Mr. Lahti, Shirley Ducharme, 
Martha St. Pierre, Cherie Markham. SECOND ROW: Peggy Gerard, Bonny Balkwell, Carol Ferguson, Gaye Jobin, 
Bonnie Bedford, Lesley Sedgman, Linda Campeau, Marilyn Markham, Judy O'Neil, Cara Wiley. BACK ROW: 
Melissa van Dooreen, Jessie Zachinski, Lou Ann Meloche, Chris Kotow, Paul Dureno, Roy Geiger, Vickee 




FRONT: Ann McKelvie, Jim Collins, Judy Wellwood. BACK: Sherry Weaver, Viki vonFlotow, 
Patty Large. 
MEMBERSHIP 
BACK ROW: Carol Knapp, Sheila Quinlin, Warren Libby, Ron Burrows, Mike Brushett, Roy Geiger, Wayne Roath, Mike 
Piskin, Alan Ashton, George Fairbairn, Pat Turton, Albert Schepers, Richard Bissonette, Randy Burling, Fred Hol-
linworth, Stuart Vandervaart, Charles Foster, Betty Grieve, Cathy Grant, Joanne Rounding. SECOND ROW: Denise 
Pelchat, Bonnie Frith, Rollande Fournier, Kandy Trimble, Linda Dyzack, Fred Shepley, Robert Martin, Floyd 
Simpkins, Roger Leclair, Ron Stacey, Ken Martin, Doug Miller, Ted Vangrinsven, David Laporte, Don Snider, Shane 
Willms, Terry Mulder, Doug Lester, Ron Mullin, Randy Reaumie, Lynn MacIntyre, Francis St. Louis. FRONT ROW: Judy 
Tytgate , Cathy Bellaire, Beth Foster, Sally McGuire, Viki Harold, Cris Kotow, Sue Cascadden, Dorothy Zivanov, 
Peggy Hill, Lesley Sedgeman, Linda Stitt, Hermien Plumiers, Jacinta Revenburg, Maryann Hooker, Noreen Zivanov, 




I. S. C. F. 
FIRST ROW: Sharon Reh, Susan Shuttleworth, Barbara Boyd, Sharon Thistle, Mr. Franz, Shirley Trombley, 
Lynda Doan, Judy O'Neil, Jennifer Thistle. SECOND ROW: David Ferguson, Ruth Parr, Elizabeth Taylor, Diann 
Ferguson, Nancy Shuttleworth, Beverly Banfill, Susan Jones, Barbara Neice, Larry Ferguson. BACK ROW: 
Betty-Lou McNaughton, Ann Ferguson, Barbara Ferguson, Peggy Walpole, Mr. Wynne, Bonny Balkwill, Jean 
Shuttleworth, Cathy Shuttleworth, Karen Bruner. 
SCIENCE CLUB 
BACK ROW: Robert Skidmore, Robert Giles, John Mulder, Murray Scott. FRONT ROW: Helmut Leili, Mr. Agban, 
Clare Bondy, Michael Amicarelli. 
81 
LIBRARY CLUB 
FRONT ROW: Mrs. Jrean MacEachern, Rulh Parr, Joan Holinworth, Patricia Molnar (Vice-President), 
Mr. J. Olvet-Jensen (Librarian), Ron McBeth (President), Judy Smith, Debbie Ranchuk, Jean Lachine, 
Mr. P. Janisse (Assistant Librarian). SECOND ROW: Marion McAtee, Joyce Pearce, Corinne Sweetman, 
Margaret Boose, Elaine Maryanovich, Aileen Tilley, Karen Pettypiece, Susan Jones, Maureen Hurley, 
Helen Wheeler, Cheryl Leithead, Susan Laforge, Joanne Moore. THIRD ROW: Louise Runhart, Agnes 
Dickson, Sharon Cuthbertson, Anthony Jeraj, Gary Corbeil, Tim Beaudette, Lionel Corbeil, 
Fred Shepley, Linda !Kwiatkowski, Colleen Kelley, Carol Cowan, Gay Jobin, Ami Spidalieri. 
FRONT ROW: Mame Flood, Mary Plamondon, Debbie Ranchuk, Ann Burling, Carolyn Ramsey, John 
Whitlock, Maureen McLean, Diane Montgomery, Kathy Zivanov. SECOND ROW: Glenn Hooker, Maureen 
Howe, Margaret Boose, Gloria Layson, Anne Gerger, Oaudette Bechard, Frances St. Louis. 
THIRD ROW: Mary Anne Chartier, Mary Anne Hooker, Joanne Moore, Darlene Wagnier, Jeanne Lachine, 
Shelly Queen, Sue Kellington, Margaret Wheeler, Carol Knapp. Teacher: Mr. Dunnion. ABSENT: Mary 




FRONT ROW: Eric Naylor, Judy Smith, Susan Santo, Brian Mulcaster, Miss Kaylor, Beth Foster, 
June Larocque, Kathy Vincent, Dorothy lvanisco, Tim Hillman. SECOND ROW: Linda O'Neil, Marie 
Renaud, Doris St. Louis, Bonnie Boose, Dianne Rivers, Nancy Taylor, Mike O'Neil, Anne Ferguson, 
Nancy Merritt, Caroline Ramsey, Sue Reeb, Vicki Hickmott, Sheila Buhler. THIRD ROW: Norman 
Kennette, Jim Addison, Robert Cunningham, Ron Henricks, Pat Barron, Allan Ashton, Alex Gall, 
Randy Burling, Kim Ferguson, Gary Newman, Robin Groves, Stan Reeb, Larry Garrod. ABSENT: 
Bob Zivanov, Larry Breault, Debbie Kettles, Mary Sweet, Margaret McAuliffe, Garry Pillon, 
Erle Grant, Bill Bellaire, Paul Markham, Irene Lafleur. 
85 
ART CLUB 
1ST: J. VanKempen, 
S. Reh, H. Pretli, 
L. Reeb, M. Diemer, 
L. Jackson, D. Knutson, 
A. Dickson. 2ND ROW: 
W. Taggart, M. Van 
Doorn; M. Sweet, J. 
Cox, E. Vagi, A. Phil-
lips, P. Dame, E. 
Eardley, I. Peumpel, 
P. Boltinghouse, P. 
Ouellette. 3RD ROW: 
L. Prince, B. Phillips, 
C. Wall, N. Fletcher, 
E. Maryanovich, B. 
Van Doorn, C. Christ-
iansen, C. DeVrecker, 
P. Libby. 
1ST ROW: J. Nagypal, 
M. Diemer, L. Rupert, 
E. Wagner, J. McLean, 
D. Ferriss, K. Campeau, 
D. Pelchat, P. Bruner, 
M. Phamendon. 2ND ROW: 
N. Knight, W. Derradt, 
D. Havinga, M. Ayles-
worth, V. Von Flotow, 
D. Palencar, K. Smith, 
B. MacKenzie, B. Groves, 
D. Chauvin, C. Renaud. 
3RD ROW: S. Robinson, 
H. Jerome, D. Lapain, 
T. Weigl, B. Derradt, 
E. Pretli, T. Simon, 
B. Markham. 
86 
1ST ROW: T. Fekees, 
J. Smith, K. Jackson, 
C. Smith, K. Noble, 
L. Cook, J. Price, 
S. Sinasac, A. Andre-
csik. 2ND ROW: D. 
Knight, D. Heil, J. 
Counsell, J. Gray, E. 
Meloche, D. Jones, H. 
Neufeld, A. Tymstra, 
S. Little, M. Knight, 
K. Gemmell, A. Lebvre, 
J. Pickett. 3RD ROW: 
G. Russell, G. Zav-
aros, D. Laporte, B. 
McNeely, D. Lester, 
K. Voakes, T. Collins, 
P. Neice, M. Jewell, 




BACK ROW: Lenny Middleton, Paulette Laliberte, Kathy Walker, Terry Simon, Mike O'Neil, Craig 
Knight, Dennis Voakes, Cathy MacKenzie, Doris St. Louis, Chris Kotow. MIDDLE ROW: Mr. P. Charrette, 
Judy Smith, Susan Connelly, Veronica Mogyorody, Luise vonFlotow, Wilma Westmaas, Rose Spidalieri, 
Lesley Sedgman, Viki vonFlotow, Brenda Delmore, Mary Margaret Zakow, Mary Boos, Randy Renaud. 
FRONT ROW: Kathy Farough, Cindy Elford, Beth Foster, Sally McGuire, Sandy Hicks, Nina Apanasiewicz, 
Marg Lefebvre, Cathy Bellaire, Cherie Markham, Martha St. Pierre, Gloria Cuthbertson. 
JR. FRENCH 
CLUB 
BACK ROW: David Pinkney, Connie Mullins, Carmelle Renaud, Leila Knapp, Cathy Meloche, Lou Anne 
Meloche, Cindy Stowe, Jerry Lapain. MIDDLE ROW: Tony Jeraj , Shirley Papineau, Amy Sweetman, Sue Pope, 
Denise Brown, Carol Lucier, Mr. Gosselin. FRONT ROW: Janet VanKempen, Sheila Connolly, Julia 







FRONT ROW: Tom Mangard, Robe.rt Bondy, Gary Wells, Connie Hall, Laura Jones, Rita Diemer, Barbara Van Doorn, 
Mr. Wright, Robin Groves, Christine Walls, Connie Rupert, Jennifer Thistle, Ellen Jones, Randy Shura, David 
Gagnon, Roy Walsh, Robert Drouillard. 2ND ROW: Tom Dureno, Lert Middleton, Arthur Voakes, Ken Leitch, Brian 
Johns, Ken Martin, Tim Mullins, Mike Tann, Gary Mills, Neil McBeth, Jim Chuee, Lloyd Phillips, Darrel Dan-
eluk, John Apanasiewicz, Peter LeMarsh, Ron Hedge, David Pinkney, Devin Hall, Wayne Dillett. 3RD ROW: George 
Molnar, Ed Ross, Charles Allison, Allen Egetoz, Merle Damm, Cornelius Neudorf, Scott Sadler, Dennis Sweet, 
Evan Mulcaster, Bill McCarthy, Sam Malenfant, David O'Neil, Bazil Bechard, Robert Giles, Eric Mulcaster, 
Paul Garant, Jimmy Kendrick, Rick Colenutt, Richard Chauvin. ABSENT: Rudolph Neufeld, Candy Kaake, Mark 












LEFT TO RIGHT: Brenda Dehnore, Sue Pope, Beth Foster, Gail McNaughton. 
88 
DRAMA CLUB 
FRONT ROW: Miss P. Clary, Dolores Andrew, Marijke Schepers, Mr. R. Morgan, Randy Renaud, Susan Pope, Mr. A. Chev-
alier. 2ND ROW: Lesley Sedgman, Kathy Vincent, Sally McGuire, Tina Wilshut, Wendy Price, Marlene Robson, Elizabeth 
Lapain, Mona Rock, Shiela Stowe, Janice Taylor, Cynthia Stowe, Helen Tennant, Linda McCord, Pauline Trepanier, Suzie 
Sylkes, Ruth Parr, Joanne King, Joanne Rivers, Barbara Lauzon, Mary Beth Nikita. 3RD ROW: Pam Merrit, Dianne Cowan, 
Nina Apanasiwiecz, Lorraine Simpson, Christine Jenkinson, Wendy Leniuk, Sandy Gaspen, Debbie Nussio, Nancy Russell, 
Jean Vetor, Bonnie Bedford, Joy Ryall, Susan Shepley, Cheryl Leithead, Marilyn Hannigan, Karen Howe, Ann Geiger, Mau-
reen Howe, Debbie Ross, Evelyn Wagner, Amy Sweetman, Jean Palencar, Jessie Zochinsky. 4TH ROW: Wilma Westmaas, Gaye 
Simpson, Hermien Pluimers, Veronica Mogyorody, Sandy Wolanyk, Cheryl Pace, Christine Andrews, Nancy Andrews, Lynn 
Crowden, Cheryl Queen, Margaret Seguin, Sharon Kotow, Peggy Gerard, Diane Dunn, Rosemarie Seguin, Jane Weller, Gloria 
Layson, Mary Boos, Lynn Simard, Lori Belleau, Margaret Boos, Gloria Andrews, Lynn Wolfe, Sheila Connolly. 5TH ROW: 
Roy Geiger, Kirk Walstedt, Robert J ohmton, Ron Burrows, Doug Myles, Craig Knight, Pat Seguin, David Maryfield, Steve 
Steinman, Ken Watson, Mike McCann, Randy Burling, Brad Seguin, Rick Sylvestre, Pat Barron, Allan Bennett, Allan 
Andkilde, Bruce Taylor, Rick Harold, Ken Myers, Bruce Dalke, Calvin Batten, Mike Brushett, David Bower, Fred Shepley. 
"TOO MANY DATES" 
How could a girl with not just one but three dates possibly have any worries? 
On the night of December 13th, 14th and 15th, the IDrama Club showed us how 
with their fall presentation of "Too Many Dates". 
The laughter and hearty applause from the audience proved the success of 
this three-act pl:ay, which the sixteen members of the cast well deserved 
after all their rehersals and hard work, not to mention the time and patience 
given by Mr. Morgan, the director, and Mr. Wilson, the producer. 
Credit must also be given to those who worked back stage on props, scenery, 
lighting, sound effects, and to those on advertising, costumes and make-up. 
Without these people a production is not possible. 
At the moment, the Drama Club executive are looking over scripts with 




"Oh that applause 
makes it all so 
worthwhile" 
"Trouble and strife 
in a family's life" 
THE CAST: Ken Leitch, Kathy Vincent, Richard Malott, Bonnie 
Bedford, Ruth Parr, R. Johnston, Marijke Schepers, Susan Pope, 
Don McIntyre, Beth Foster, Jim Linton, Pat Seguin, Craig Knight, 
Veronica Mogyorody, Al"bert Schepers. 
There's a time to "play" 
There's a time to "relax" 
JUNIOR 
ARCHERY 
FRONT ROW: Mary Lou Greenaway, Betty Ann Stiers, Debbie Ellis, Joyce McLean, Marlene Robson, Leila 
Knapp, Denise Hebrew, Kathy Seguin, Joan Reaume, Janet VanKampen, Bonnie Scobie, Evelyn Wagner. 2ND 
ROW: Mary Ellen Talbot, Beth Markham, Beverly MacKenzie, Linda Dydzak, Diane Dunn, Connie Hall, Mary 
Jean Burling, Beverly Eyraud, Linda Renaud, Jo-Ann Rounding, Muriel Allen, Lu-Ann Rupert. 3RD ROW: 
Sharon Kotow, Debbie Palencar, Beverly Burrows, Margret Aylesworth, Nancy Shuttleworth, Janice Gilmour, 
Christine Walls, Linda Stitt, Cathy Smith, Christine Christianson, Judy Tygat . 
SENIOR 
ARCHERY 
FRONT ROW: Elizabeth Taylor, Judy Smith, Diane Ferguson. 2ND ROW: Dan Boudreau, Sharon Thistle, 
Linda Doan, Barbara Boyd, John Balvert. 3RD ROW: Gary Thorton, Doug Miller, Ed Koke, Doug French, 




BACK ROW: Barry Watson , Jim Macfarlane, Mary Margaret Zakow, Chris Halford, William Pettypiece. 
MIDDLE ROW: Mr. Kuzowski, James Chute, Dennis Sweet, Sam Malenfant, Kelly Woltz, Tim Mullin. 
FRONT ROW: Mary Catherine Bondy, Jacinta Revenburg, Cheryl Raymont, Jackie Wellwood, Clarice 
Trepanier, Gloria Andrew, Judy Smith. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
FRONT ROW: Liz Vagi, Paula Sweet, Mary Lou McK.im, Debbie O'Neil, Ann Rainelli, Judy Connolly, 
Sharon Hermann. SECOND ROW: Bonnie Burling, Sharon Reeb, Phyllis Hall, Amy SpidaJieri, Sandy 
Keeley, Bev Banfill, Connie Leroux. BACK ROW: Jean Richardson, Kathy Thrasher, Pam Reeb, Cheryl 









With the Commerce. you move. In the 
bank ... upwards in the bank. To another 
city. Another country. Everything's 
possible. The Commerce Scene: good pay, 
pleasant surroundings. fringe benefits. 
and movement. So ... 
COME WORK AT THE COMMERCE. 
CANAD IAN IMPERIAL 
BANK OF COMMERCE 
LACHANCE MOTOR SALES 
ESSEX LTD. 
MERCURY METEOR MONTEGO 
COUGAR FALCON 
CORTINA AND FORD TRUCKS 
776-7337 
Andkilde Construction Ltd. 
56 Talbot St. S. 
776-7572 






Mayor: Edmund Michael 
Reeve: A. G. Cascadden 
Deputy Reeve: Jack Shaw 
COUNCILLORS 





Clerk-Treas.: J.H. Walls A.M.C.T. 
Steed Bros. Service 
T exoco Products 
General Repairs 
776- 8262 
GEORGE H. FAWLER 
Real Estate Broker 
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Takes this opportunity to thank all patrons and advertisers 
for , by their support, they help produce our year book. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
Conklin Lumber Co. 
Aberdeen Hotel 
"Where Good Friends Meet in 
a Most Pleasant Atmosphere" 
The Perrault Family 
Your Hosts 

























WALTER'S PANCAKE HOUSE 
AND RESTAURANT 
WALKER ROAD and NO. 2 HWY. 
WINDSOR 
30 VARIETIES OF PANCAKES 









PARR BROS. ELECTRIC LTD. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 





LAWN FERTILIZERS - LAWN SEED 
SNOW FENCE - WIRE STEEL FENCE 
SAND - GRAVEL - CEMENT 
STOVE & FURNACE OIL 
MANSON JESSOP 
No. 3 Highway OLDCASTLE 737-6141 
PLEASING YOU MEANS SUCCESS TO US 
ESSEX DRY CLEANERS 
Compliments of 
WINDSOR & SKYWAY 
DRIVE-IN THEATERS 










Brown - Barnett 
lnsce. Agency 
Faye Barnett -Wm. (Bill) Brown, C.L.U. 
27A Talbot St., Essex Phone 776-7861 
Regal Gift Shop 
138 Talbot St. N., Essex 
---- - ----- China------- ---
Roya I Dou I ton Be 11 eek 
Royal Chelsea Wedgwood 
Royal Albert Aynsley 
776- 8252 Prop. E 11 en Brown 
COMPLI MENTS OF 
JAMES FUERTH 
Transportation 
De pa rt men t Store 






Engineered Farm Building 









J OB PRINT I NG 
776 - 8541 
Lewis Dairy Ltd. 
Fresh Products Daily 




16 Talbot St. Essex 
VISIT US FOR YOUR FAVOURITE SNACK 
or 
TAKE-OUT ORDERS 
776-8872 Bill & Janet Jackson 
LACHANCE 
MOTOR SALES (ESSEX) l TD. 
YOUR LOCAL MERCURY DEALER 
HANDLING 
MERCURY - METEOR - COUGAR - MONTEGO 
& CORTINA CARS 
FORD TRUCKS 
SALES & SERVICE 
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE 
- FREE ESTIMATES -
Phone: 776-7337 No. 3 Highway 
TOWING SERVICE 
Compliments of 
93 Wilson Ave. 776-7318 
LIFE - FIRE - AUTO - LIABILITY 
BURGLARY - BONDS 




94 Talbot St. North 
P.O. Box 1047 
Essex, Ontario 
ARTISTIC BARBER SHOP 
GOOD GROOMING PAYS DIVIDENDS 
TO BE SUCCESSFUL 










AMICO'S MOTEL LTD. 
1 Mile West of Essex 
on No. 3 Hwy. 
Mike & Betty Pozsar 
Com pi ime11ts of 
Essex Remnant Shop 
"Your Fabric Centre" 
44 Fox St. Essex, Ontario 
Kennedy's 
Funeral Home 
128 Talbot St. N. 
776-7378 
Essex 
Furniture & Appliances 
43 Fox St, 
776-7561 
Ontario 
Comp I iments of 
Cottam Superior Store 
Cottam, Ontario 839-4522 
G 
Compliments of 
Essex Egg Station 
R. Murdock, Prop. Essex, Ont. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
West on Bakeries Ltd. 
Essex, Ontario 
BAKERS OF HOLLYWOOD BREAD 
NIGHTINGALES 
I. G. A. 
SERVING COMMUNITIES 
of 
ESSEX AND HARROW 
'~ 
~GRA IN-FEED-COAL 
feed semce C U S T O M C H O P P I N G 
SUPPLIES 
Essex Fariners Limited 
s Al Es U F a R a \\ s u v,, E 
PHONE 776-7371 
ESSEX , ONTARIO 
101 
For Style and Ouality 
Shop at 
Dodson and Habkirk 
6 Talbot Street, Essex 
776-8532 







EVERYTHING FOR THE CAR OWNER 
SUPER-LASTIC TIRES AND TUBES 
PHONE 776-8013 
LOOK FOR THIS NEON SIGN 
10 Talbot St. S. 











Essex Auto Body & Paint 
Complete Collision Service 
General Welding 
Essex 91 Scratch Street 
Phone 776-8012 After Hours 776-7245 
776-7018 
ESSEX AUTO SALES LTD. 




Norm Shaddock Larry Lightfoot 
G.M.C. 












EMMETT McCARTHY & SONS 
ltd. 
737-6216 
OlDCASTlE COlD STORAGE 
Wholesale and Retail Locker Rentals 
Walker Rd. 
Steve Palencar, Prop. & Highway No. 3 
ESSEX DAIRY BAR 
114 Talbot St. N. 
Restaurant & Confectionary 
School Supplies - Groceries 





Pepsi-Cola is made for the drinking 
temperatures most people prefer today. 












1ST ROW: Lana Jobin, Sylvia O'Neal, Kathy Schultz, Gay Jobin, Bonnie Field. 2ND ROW: Mary-Margaret Zakow, Kris 
Kotow, Beth Foster (captain), Louise Von Flotow. 3RD ROW: Marg Seguin, Sal McGuire, Diane Montgomery, Cathy 
Bellaire, Maureen O'Halloran, Vicki Harnld, Holly Carder. 
1 
JUDO 
FRONT ROW: Harvey Bishop, 
Bill Mitchell, Mr. Charrette, 
Brian Cowan, Ron Kolody, 
TOP ROW: Bruce McLean, Robin 
Groves, Scott Sadler, Niki 
KYIAI 
The Judo Club, with Mr. Charrette as instructor, 
this year opened a new branch of semi-formal education 
at E.D.H.S. 
Eight boys, and some thirty girls, have explored 
some of the mysteries of this oriental sport, and all 
agree, that Judo is for young and old alike. It tea-
ches discipline, and respect for all, and provides 
a ready defence for the weak. 
Heinz. 
Ducharme 's spree 
highlights SWOSSA 
At the sixth annual S.W.O.S.S.A. track and field meet, Wayne 
Ducharme shattered two long standing records. He broke a 31 
year-old 220 yard dash record and a 30 year-old 100 yard dash 
record. His performance was the highlight of the meet which 
saw Essex win first place in A-school competition. 
This spring we look forward to a repeat performance from 
Wayne and Essex track and field competitors. 
In future years we look forward to enjoying Wayne's skill 






Adam's Barber Shop 
Antaya's B A Service 
Helen's Flowers 
Ted Richardson & Son Shoes 
Jack Shaw's Men's Wear 
Simon's Dept. Store 
Vince Tailoring 









- - - -· . --~ - . - . . - . , 
COOKSVILLE, ONTARIO. 



